UNITED OSTOMY ADVOCATES TO THE RESCUE!

These advocate heroes have an invisible medical condition; plus these 10 hidden SUPERPOWERS!

Heroes who can...

- **TRANSFORM** lives by raising awareness for this life-saving and life-restoring surgery!
- **UNLEASH** the power of their *sonic* voices by speaking up to make things better for all ostomates and telling their stories!
- **JOIN** forces with other advocates across America!
- **TAKE BRAVE ACTION** when duty calls thru UOAA’s Advocacy Network alert signal!
- **FIGHT** injustices and discrimination to make a difference in the world!
- **DEFEND** ostomates and stand up for ostomy and continent diversion patient rights!
- **UTILIZE** their power of persuasion when they self-advocate and educate their employer, insurer or other powers-that-be who resist making improvements!
- **EASE THE PAIN** of people suffering from the fear of undergoing surgery by offering the super healing factor they possess and support they can provide!
- **TAKE CONTROL** of their healthcare for the greater good of their lives!
- **SHARE THEIR ABILITY** to bounce back from their organ rearrangement with their positivity and resilience!

You ARE a Superhero!

What’s Under Your Cape?

With such superpowers comes great responsibility! Make UOAA’s Advocacy Network Strong! Join TODAY!

Go to ostomy.org to get involved.